
Zephyr test hierarchy and 
nomenclature 



Test suite with test cases

Test case
./src/main.c

This name is used nowhere

Test configuration file (.yaml) with [configuration] scenarios

A single [configuration] scenario

section.subsection.[extra_name]

[Configuration] scenario + device (platform) under test = [test] configuration
[instance] 
- This is an object which is one of the main structures used in twister and is called

an instance in the twister code
- These objects are currently counted and reported as configurations in twister 

output

Default structure for a scenatrio’s name is section.subsection and extra configs (if exist) goes
after extra ”.” (extra_name)
Opinion: 
- This can be confusing. It can suggest that .exra_name is some deeper level in hierarchy 

but it lays in a scenario level, same as the „default” scenario
- I think it would be worth to invest some effort into clearing the „hierarchy” of tests. It is

often hard to find the location of corresponding test based on entry in the results
report. 
E.g.: zephyr/tests/posix/eventfd_basic/testcase.yaml -> tests: posix.eventfd_basic

zephyr/tests/posix/eventfd/testcase.yaml -> tests: portability.posix.eventfd



E.g: 
1 test suite with 2 test cases

Described by a [test] configuration file (.yaml) which
contains 2 [configuration] scenarios

Each scenario relates to the same test suite (with 2 test cases) with a 
defined configuration given in . yaml (here CONFIG_POSIX_API=y/n)

Twister matches each configuration scenario with a single platform 
called for testing and if requirements are fulflield a configuration
instance is created. 

24 configuration instances = 12 platforms x 2 scenarios
(48 in total, but 12 platforms skipped)

48 test cases = 24 configuration instances x 2 test cases



- 1 test suite with 2 test cases (not 
reported now)

- 2 configuration scenarios giving 48 
configuration instances (for 24 
platforms total where 12 platforms
were discarded)

- 48 configuration instances in total, 24 
skipped

- 24 configuration instances passed (18 
executed and 6 built only)

- 48 test cases executed

Error: 
24 is a number of preselected platforms
Tests were executed on 12 platforms
Additional 12 platforms were skipped
(e.g: native_posix, qemu_cortex_m0, etc.) 


